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I Introduction
 

The Asia Bureau Missions have committed a large share of their re

sources to irrigation for a number of years. In FY 1980, in terms of
 

Life of Project costs, 22% of the total Agriculture and Rural Devel

was allocated to the irrigation subopment/Nutrition (ARD,N) budget 


sector. In 1981 and 1962, respectively, the percentages increased to
 

30.2 and 40.5 of the total PiAnned Budget(ARD/N). In FY 1983, this
 

percentage is estimated at 39.53%. These estimates do not include
 

some irrigation activities in agricultural research and rural devel

opment projects.
 

These levels of investment are in keeping with crucial host country
 

They reflect the fact that 70% of all irrigated
development goals. 


area in the world is in Asia, which also has an estimated O% of
 

new irrigation capacity. More significantly, 90% of the irrigated
 

area in all developing nations is in Asia, where irrigation is viewed
 

as a potent means for rapidly meeting food demands and accelerating
 

agricultural developmentL.
 

A realization of the great significance of irrigation in the region
 

led the Bureau to commission an expert irrigation team to study ir

rigation issues and strategie- in five Asian ccuntries in 1980 (a
 

sixth co6ntry, Sri Lanka, was added in 1982). The findings of this
 

team were presented to the 1981 strategy meeting of Mission and
 

Bureau staff in Jakarta where high priority was given co a water
 

management - oriented strategy) These events, combined with missions
 

recent development of projects in Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan. and
 

Bangladesh, make it appropriate to evolve a set of key concepts and
 

working principles to guide and define a useful irrigation water
 

management strategy. Such a strategy must be flexible in meeting
 

special host country needs. It must also have a built-in learning
 
of Asian irrigation
mechanism to remain relevant in the dynamic context 


development.
 

*This paper was developed by Max K Lowdermilk, Weter Management
 

Advisor for ASIA,TR, ARD-AID Washington in collaboration with Mark
 
and improved greatly
Svendsen of the same office. It was added to 


by substantial reviews by Dr. Dean Peterson Dr. Gilbert Corey, Dr
 

Wayne Clyma, Dr. Jack Keller, Dr. Ray Hookei Pr. John Reuss, Dr
 

Melvin Skold, Dr. R.K. Sampath, Dr. Ken Nobe. Mr. John Harbeson, Dr. 

Ken McDermott,Dr. Gilbert Levine and many individuals in the Asian 

Missi is. 
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II. Considerations for Strategy Formulation
 

Strategy is a frame of reference which provides guidance in developing
 
prcgrams. projects, and activities for the achievement of specific
 
objectives. It provides a means of selecting elements or factors on
 
which to concentrate and to prioritize. An acceptable strategy,must
 
ensure that scarce resources, including AID resources, are combined
 
effectively to achieve specified objectives commensurate with the
 
policy directions of the Agency. Strategic issues which might be con
sidered, among orhers, include. Concentration of AID s resources vs.
 
dispersion of resources; long-term vs. short-term involvement; primary
 
focus on software components vs. focus on large infrastructure hardware;
 
primary focus on farm systems vs. main systems; focus on small to med
ium systems vs large systems.
 

Each country has its own set of goals and objectives as well as special
 
conditions and constraints which might be a:comodated within AID s own
 
development strategy. Tl,- se include such things as eccnomic equity, and
 
welfare objectives and policies; various natural and human resources,
 
stage or level of development; crganizational and institutional differen
ces and many other couiitry or region-specific considerations. For
 
example, some countries will continue to develop new irrigation projects
 
while others will focus on rehabilitation ol existing ones. Some
 
countries will do both. But virtually all projects, new or old, need
 
to give more attention to irrigation water management if development
 
goals are to be met.
 

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a flexible framework for devel
oping a clear and relevant strategy to guide the planning and implement
ation of AID's irrigation projects in Asia. Such a strategy should be
 
based solidly on the valuable lessons AID has learned over the past 30
 
years of involvement in irrigation development. It must also draw on
 
the expanding body of knowledge developed through innovative, pilot
 
efforts at improved irrigation system management, and research in a
 
variety of disciplines focusing on water management problems.
 

Both AID,/Washington and the Missions recognize a need for a more 
focused strategy. A project-by-project approach, or the changing ap
proaches b-ised on personaliti,s, result in fragmented efforts which do
 
not, over the long run, impact the intended clients significantly nor
 
contribute substntially to knowledge about how to improve projects and 
maintain systems. There have been few irrig,,,ation projects anywhere to 
date with adequate and reliable built-in leirning mechanisms. 

The Bureau of !'oi, y ana Program Coordinati,,n, aware of the need for an 
AID strategy f,,r irrigarion development. in 1979 conducted a pattern
 
analysis study of 25 sirall and medium scale irrigation projects of AID 
and the IBR1 4 . The I<ev findings of this stidy point out the importance 
of on-farm water managfment and that rehabilitation or improvement 
projects generate faster returns, higher vi:;ibility, and greater positive 



impacts on small commexcial farmers than 
new ones. The study also

shows that AID projects have given relatively more focus to the farm

level and local institution-building dimensions 
 than have World Bankprojects. The study calls for better project design based on careful
 
diagnostic aniyses of complex suil 
and waLer problems along with im
proved .ociai, economic, and organizational e, aluations to provide more

objective measures 
or project costs and returns to farmers and society.
 

In the late 190 s, AID substantially increased its 
emphasis on a rel
atively anexam.ned concept known 
as 
irrigation water management. Prior
 to the 
19 70s, the primary concern in irrigation development for both

PID and other 
lendors, as indicat-'d by funding portfolios, was with
civil engineering srructures to capture. 
store and convey water. A

review of 22 World Barnk and 8 AID projects in Asia designed during the
1960-1970 peric shows 
 that over 60% o! tocal project costs went for
hardware of which canal improvements and dams 
were predominate5 Dufing
this period recogoition of serious externa-ities such 
 as water logging

and salinity and problems of cost over-run, and the 
limited benefits to
farmers led to real concern by AID for improving the productive end of
 
the water management system 

AID's first ma or experience in 
integrated on-farm water management activiti
es was an 
innovative and far-reaching project in Pakistan, which 
has been
widely acclaimed inside and outside AID as 
a great success. Unlike
 
many projects, this centrally-funded Pakistan project 
was designed

flexibly which allowed for careful diagnostic analysis, hands--on fieldtraining of host country personnel, institutional development a definite
 
management foc's, 
long-term commitment, and 
a built-in capacity to doc
ument and disseminate lessons learned. The project ensured AID 
s recog
nition among international development organizations and host. countries
 
as a leader in irrigation water management and has 
substantially influ
enced AIDs current project design 
 and implementation procedures. 

Recent AID-funded work aimed at stimulatinp and encouraging the formation
of tertiary-level farmer organizations in ari 
Lanka has continued that
effort. This work has also stimulated healthy discussion both within

the ranks of the local irrieation bureaucrcy 
 and among the various actors
involved in managing irrigation water 
 including irrigation officers,

politicians and farmers. 
 Such discussion ,na interaction is essential

if improvement,, made in water management practices 
are to persist over
 
time. 

This work shared some of the critical elements : the 
Pakistan experience,
including an emphasis 
on developing host country institutions, diagnostic

analysis of the existing field 
situa:l ion before beginning implementation
("action researh- ), and a comprehens ive mu.hani sm for evaluating results 
and making tim viy corrections while the -ro,.ct was in progress. 

Theste experiences, i addiclon to chose generated by other projects cur-
rentl:y being planed or implemented, cank AIl) among the leaders in
international witer management improvement ork. AID has a sound repu-
tation on which to build, affording it the opportunity to play a 
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leadership role 
in this important 
field and exerting influence which

far exceeds the actual dollar amount 
of its investments.
 

A flexible irrigation strategy must 
build on past experience but also
must be tied to Agency policy. Current Agency policy 
statements 
re
garding methods of increasing agricultural production and equity 
for
all classes of farmers 
fits well with the key concepts and emphases

needed to improve irrigation. These include; Policy changes which
result 
in improved incentives for production; systematic transfer and
adaptation of 
improved technologies 
at lower costs; utilization of hard
economic data to make projects 
more effective; the irvolvement of all
affected groups of people 
to enhance democratic participation and maximize the use of 
local resources; enhancement of private 
sector involvement to deliver goods to people 
more effecitvely; and the 
strong focus
 on institutional and human development 6 
 These major policy emphases

should under-gird irrigation strategy 
for the 1980 s and beyond.
 

In addition to building on past experience ind promoting current AID
policy emphases, it is important 
to build an approach which can
provide the maximum benefits in proportion to the 
scarce economic
 
resources available for investment. Conventional irrigation projectsrequire large sums of capital and are 
notorious for cost 
overruns.
 
These projects have an important place in 
national development and 
can
be :ost effective, especially if 
the time period from design to operation
can be shortened. 
 However, past experience suggests that, given its
relatively limited capital 
resources and it,; 
focus on improving production rapidlv, AID should emphasize investments which involve 
r habilication and extension of 
existing systems with new construction, limited
to 
small medium irrigation systems. 
 in bot cases, the principal focus
should be on the nanagement of water in the system, with construction 
activities delegted a supportive role.
 

Moreover, three decades of modern irrigation development is exhaustingthe sites for developing new large-scaie irrigation projects which are
economically feasible*. 
 Policy makers and o)fficials in many of these

countries are 
becoming increasingly aware that the 
future of irrigation
development 
rests with better and 
nore efficient utilization of existing
 
water sources.
 

The most significant development in 
irrigation in 
recent years, in the
Asian context, is 
che greatly improved understanding of 
current irrigation
water management strategy and, concomitantly, techniques which 
can be

successfui'y implemented to improve water management. The irrigationscenario over the next decade will not be one of increasingly large damconstruction projects, but rather will feature the improved managementof water throughout existing irrigat ion systems. To continue to play aleading role riisin ire All) mt art cu ate a 'rirategy that recognizesthe central importancie oL witer managelnenrt in futLire irrigat:ion development 

*India, however, has a greater potential for new projecLs than other 
Asian countries. Most of the new projects, however, will be prom smallto medium projets designed with the latest knowledge of i.rrigat.on water 
management approaches. 

http:i.rrigat.on
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based on past experience, but which can also learn from the variety 
of innovative approaches to improving water management currentlybeing 
trie It must always be kept in mind that the ultimate critics and 
beneficiaries of the resulting programs are millions of small holders. 
For them efficient water management can spell the difference between 
success and failure in agriculture and between abject poverty anda 
hope for their improved well being7. 

II.Criteria for an Irrigation StrateiX-


A strategy should be based on the best technical and management exper
ience and expertise available. Leaders in the farm water management
 
field today seem to agree on at least seven criteria, which should
 
guide AID irrigation development. These criteria promote a flexible
 
irrigation strategy and should be reflected in projecL design both
 

for new projects and for improvements to existing systems. Such
 
projects should result in:
 

1. 	 Increasedwater-control and-greater reliabi ity of--supplies ....... 

at the farm level relative to the amount and timing of the 
water required by the crop/soil sub-system. 

2. 	Increased participation of farmers in the planning, devel
opment, operation and maintenance of tertiary-level systems
 
and in rehabilitation and improvement programs.
 

3. 	Improved maintenance and stability of the soil and water
 
resource base over time.
 

4. 	Increased cost effectiveness of investments in the system.
 

5. 	Increased productivity of water and net fIarm income to farmers.
 

6. 	 mproved equity of water distribution among different classes
 
and groups of"farmers.
 

7. 	Increased probability that managerial improvements will persist
 
over time.
 

Water control and reliability of supply are the basis of good water
 
management. Long experience and recent field visits by the Asia Bureau
 
irrigation sector review team suggest that in far too many countries,
 
and on many AID-assisted projects, farmers served by public sector
 
gravity irrigation systems still suffer from too much water as well as
 
periods of critical water shortage. Too many systems still operate like
 
rainfed regimes. Water comes unpredictably and in arbitrary volumes
 
without the end users being able to anticipate supplies as they must to
 
make crucial farm decisions. Farmer participation in a wide variety of
 
planning, operation, and maintenance activities is essential if realistic
 
changes are to be made and expected to endure over time.
 

These criteria are all closely related. Where water is not used produc.
tively, the cost effectiveness of the project will suffer. Where
 
farmers do not have adequate control over irrigation water and when
 
deliveries are capricious and unreliable, it is unlikely that they will
 

S. . 
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IV. Planning Concepts...-"-: 	 " i
 

- , . Irrigation'projects are not only extremely costly, but claims of ex
 
pected benefits are ofteQn exaggerated. This inflation of benefits"
 
occurs 'as planners attem pt to project and quantify the, improvements
 
which are'envisioned for the project. :These improvements can come
 
in the form of higher yields, higher cropping intensities, increasedl
 

irrigation efficiencies and expanded irrigated acreage, improved crop
 
quality, longer growing seasons, more reliable waer supp'lies control ."
 
of erosion and induced improvements in agricultural management. Second
ary benefits may also accrue from increased economic activity, a shift
 
to higher valued crops, and related benefits from multi-purpose ! 

................projects such -as.the-pr ' d~u tion o f hydro-powersupplies- and-variousL . .............. 
receaioaluss.Obviously, teeis considerable latitude for as

sembling a variety of combinations and levels of these elements, The 

reality of the completed project often shows the chosen mix to have
 

been greatly in error.
 

One important 'reason for this is that very little attention is usually
 
given to how the new irrigation enterprise shoul&,be managed effectiv'ely.
 

Consideration given to this aspect of irrigation project design should
 
be at least as great as that devoted to structural design issues. What
 
is known about realistic operation, maintenance, and management modes must be
 
carefully designed into projects at the outset and tested over time to
 
find the proper fit with the system. Since these are largely social
 
considerations, activities (i.e., decision-making, communication, lob-
bying, broke'ring, organizing, and interacting) applied social scientists,
 
management experts, and experienced system operators must work alongside
 
the design engineers and biological scientists in developing and
• uaity ogrgoigsaos 	 oerlal ae upis oto
 
adapting realistic and workable management strategies and systems.
 

Some of the major planning concepts such a multi-disciplinary~team might
 
utilize asbuilding blocks for a flexible strategy include the following
 

which are described subsequently in greater detail:
 

1. Encourage realism in evaluating the availability of the water
 

resource and the demand on'it. Construct or reconstruct with
 
flexibility.
 

2. 	 Make irrigation management the focus of irrigation development.
 

3. 	 Use a diagnostic analysis process for developing new projects.
 
Identify the prerequisites for implementation and operation of

the projects and note those whichare exogenous to the project.
 
Find methods of satisfying them withthe help of external
 
forces such as the Irrigation Department, the government,
other foreign assistance lenders, etc.
 



*4,. Circumvent the long period from res-earch to development by
 
*usI~ng a lldeveloprr~nt-of-solutions' experimental project mode.
 
Utilize e'isting projects for needed studiies where possible
 
in order to shorten and improve the design process.
 

5. 	Design into all projects a strong internal monitoring and
 
evaluation mechanism and train ~personnel to utilize it.
 

6. 	Focus heavily on human resource developm~ent by front-loading
 
appropriate training into all large project plans (with a
 
focus on short-term, hands-on training in live irrigation
 
systems in contrast to lecture oriented classroom training.)
 

*7. 	Design basic institutional development components into projects 
which include: * 

b)institution strengthening
 

a) '6 ' r _a ltion d- ,
1 p 	 'rin iiz-a onprofessi 


d) 'extension services for farmers
 
e) private i'Vcentives for improved production possibilities
 
f) knowledge tra'nsfer mechanisms
 
g) appropriate policy analysis based on field studies
 

8. 	Develop close collaboratiron with other international donors
 
where feasible.
 

9. 	Encourage long-term commitment to a program of water manage
ment improvement and provide for adequate professional staff.,
 

(1) 	Encourage realism in evaluating the availability of the water
 
resource and the demand on it. Construct or reconstruct with
 
flexibility.
 

Newly :onstructed irrigation systems are ofteri burdened with inflated
 
',>expectations. It is not unusual for major projects to irrigate only
 

one-half to two-thirds of their design command area adequately. On
 
one hand, reservoir or aquifer supply estimates are often overly op
timistic. On the other, crop water requirements may be understated,,
 
especially for critical periods of maximum transpirational' demand. In
 
rice growing systems, the basic seepage and percolation rate of the
 
puddled rice soils also must be included as a component of basic',idemand,
 
since it is largely fixed.
 

The most serious design fault, however, is probably the boundless op
timism wiith which assumptions about distribution system effectiveness
 
and efficiencies are made. The efficiency of the distributional system
 
is a function of both technical 'factors, such as canal seepage rates,
 
and managerial ones,, such as whether system control structures are
 
monitored and operated after sunset, and how long breached bunds are
 
allowed to flow unchecked. History has shown that these losses tare apt
 
to be several times those assumed-in design.
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Where existing systems are0 being consi'dered for rehabilitation or a
 
program of managerial upgrading, determination of the actual values of
 
water supply, demand, irrigated area, and various measures of water
 
losses and efficiencies for the system as a whole and its major sub
components should be an integral part of the project development and
 
implementation process. These'estimates can often be made utilizing
 
existing data collected by the operating agency, supplemented by a brief
 
program of field measurement. This exercise can provide a relatively
 
quick means of assessing baseline system performance and locating the
 
areas of greatest structural and managerial weakness.
 

* In new systems, planners must insure that:
 

a) 	the water supply estimate is reliably based on adequate hydro
logical or hydrogeological information and operations analysis,
 

*b) 	 that crop (and soil) water requirements are accurately pre
ditd-uig urn-etmto procedures- for-.evapotranspiration 
(and seepage and percolation) and lo[ally derived climatological
 
and hydrogeological data,
 

c) 	that forseable distributicn facilities have the physical capa-.
 
bility to meet crop/soil demands at any place in the system
 
in a given fraction of years (e.g. 3 of 5 or 9 of 10). For
 
these studies annual averages are not adequate. Bi-weekly
 
operation studies covering at least 20 years are recommended
 
for this purpose
 

Much of the infrastructure detail, particularly of the intensive
 
parts of the distribution system, will evolve from the more comprehensive
 
local-level analysis as project development proceeds. This is an
 
important crncept. Post Hoc experience from a number of countries,
 
ranging frm'i the Philippines to Sri Lanka, has demonstrated the virtual
 
impossibilfity of designing an effe zive tertiary distribution network
 
working solely from traditional 50-centimeter or 1-meter interval
 
contour maps.
 

The most effective way to meet the informational needs of the tertiary
level design process is to involve farmers and others with intimate
 
local topographic and social information in the process. In new
 
construction, maximum flexibility must 
be provided so that resources
 
are not complet'/ly committed unti, sufficient local-level experience
 
has accumulated. Once physical structures are in place, change is
 
difficult and expensive, no matter how inappropriate the structure or
 
its location may be.
 

Some large and significant training requi' ements are implied in this
 
concept. Not only must those involved inIthe design process be trained
 
to apply the principles outlined above, they need to have multi

)disciplinary experience such as that outlined in (3) below if they are
 
Oto be effective.
 



(2) 
Make irrigatio~n management the fccus of'irrigation, development 

The rationale for;,an irrigation management focus rather than~a focus 
'on the civil works of a new System is based on several considerations.

F~irst, rapid and substantial returns on investments and visibility, can
be otained by improving existing projects." This 
is an area of high,
priority where costs per hectare and per farm are 
much less than fornew projects. On 
new projects, a focus on management will yield much 
 ' greater returns earlier9
 .
 Second, AID -ias been a pioneer..in-thLs area
and has accumulated some expertise. 
 Third, the irrigation management

component of some projects is still ignored or 
treated as marginal.

Fourth, there are 
still many in Missions and among contractors who use
the terms "water management" or' "irrigation management" but do not

have a comprehensive systems understanding of the concept.
 

The use of the term 'irrigation management, here is to promote the idea
that more is managed in an-Irrigation system than waterJO. 
 People are
managed. Information is managed. 
Other agricultural inputs are man
aged in interaction with water.
 

We define irrigation management as the process by which water and other
inputs are manipulated and used in the production of food and fiber

The concept focuses on management and is not bound by 
a narrow disciplinary or professional bias. 
 The purpose here is to improve the
productivity of water on 
the farm and also 
to achieve the other criteria

of increased net income equity, conservation, farmer involvement, and
regular maintenance. 
 This, in turn, will result in more cost effective
projects. If the criteria are achieved for all classes of 
farmers,

this will lead to .rapid agricultural development.
 

Unfortunately, this approach, 
as of 1980, had not 
yet been utilized in
 
many AID and World Bank projects. In a recent analysis of 63 LDC
irrigation project documents, it was 
found that in only two projects

was operation and maintenance 
(O&M) a major focus of project designll.*

Operation and maintenance was a significant factor in only.one of the

Middle Eastern projects and in only one of the Southeast Asian projects.
(See Tables 3 and 4 about relative emphasis on components of irrigation

projects). Some LDCs are 
taking the lead 
in this matter. India, for
example, is now considering establishing a cadre for O&M, separated from
design and *;onstruction, in order to provide incentives for professionals

along O&M career paths. Serious questions need to be asked in most
countries about the relativ'e importance of improving regular operation
and maintenance of these complex man-made systems which will decay with
out constant care.
 

(3) Diagnostic Analysis
 

The rationale for the Diagnostic Analysis mode being built into new
projects and utilized for the improvement of existing projects is
based upon long observation and experience which indicates that many,
if not most, irrigation and agricultural personnel do not fully un
derstand how an 
irrigated farming system works in practice. This isv
because personnel often have not viewed the system from the farmer's
perspective. Until 
recently, problems related to water management in
 

*It should be noted that of the 6b projects, 79% were initiated
 
between 1970 and 1979. 
 '" 
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the lower portions of the system have been almost a 'no man's land.'
 
Tis results both from tradition as well as the lack of exposur2 to
 
new water management perspectives and skills. Few countries today
 
can field an experienced interdisciplinary team of social, biological,
 
and physical scientists or professionals to make a careful diagnosis
 
of system operational characteristics relative to system design
 
standards.
 

A Diagnostic Analysis (DA) process and specific procedures have been
 
developed and tested by the AID,Science and Technology Bureau Water
 
Management Syrthesis project to provide this experience. This project
 
has also developed technical manuals, training materials, and a
 
training course that is now on vi'e, cape, relating how to perform
 
both rapid and detailed diagnostic analysis o4 irrigation systems
 
During the early phases of a project, project development and the
 
beginning otI project iuyicnmntdtion, key staff and ATD project man
agers should receive intensive short-,erm field-based training in
 
DA techniques. Tn niany places, AID staff managing irrigation projects
 
with host countries heve not had prior experierce with and do not
 
understand the complexities o. these difficult multi-dimensional pro
jects. There is an irm-edia-e need for AID to initiate a program to
 
provide professional development opportunities to gain this expertise.
 

It should be made clear that the farm management focus of the DA
 
process does not ignore the importance of the main irrigation system
 
in providing water supplies. It views the total system in terms of
 
the farmer decision maker and the local irrigation authorities who
 
are involved with day-co-day operations. The productive end of the
 
system is used as a bL-ornvter of how well the total system is oper
ating to provide predictable supplies of water for the crop production
 
of all classes of farmers. The problems are diagnosed at the 2arm
 
level first and the causes are investigated at each control point up
 
the entire system In the design of new projects, the same principle
 
holds. The distribution system must fully respond to realistic pro
jections of water needs on farmers' fields.
 

(4) Developmen: of Solutions
 

Along with Diagnostic Analysis, a mode known as Development of Solutions
 
has been ueveloped and tested. This is a means of circumventing the
 
typically long period of research prior to the commencement of improve
ment or development activities. Needless to say, there are often
 
complex soil, water 
and other problems which require conventional
 
research to find the right solution. There are, however, many things
 
which cannot be Learned in irrigation development w~thout becoming
 
involved early in a "live" system to identifv problems and search
 
for solutions under real conditions.
 

Therefore, we recommend The approach of testing and adapting known
 
technologies to the project envi iorrnent at the earliest stages of 
project implementation. in existing sLse,,, this may take the form 
of a pilot program of action research within the bounds of the 
project area involving local farmers, irrigation officials and multi
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:,i i::;new' i es Ifthe ' pro ecmethodog ' '  is. a ne n ,a 
 dac ent iexp er- : i:, 

Although theibasicginfrastructure for wateriestabished tecanofogies i employed 'delivery: systemswhen ffthe-experimental utilize .,,far m 

they must' be custom tailored to local custom, organizational modes,
authority roles, patterns of int ractio' with irrigation authorities,
agricultural practices, rainfall 
patterns, and the like 
 The experimental mode means 
learning from small-scale experience before major
mistakes are made and funds committed. Most projects need this built-in
flexibility to 
learn, adapt, 
and refine procedures. 
 These smaller
pilot areas also provide an 
excellent opportunity fora visable demonstration of what works both for farmers and officials.
 

To list a few examples, experiments and applied special studies might
be used to identify the most 
useful mode of water allocation, water
distribution."appropriate 
types of small st: ucturues,_ waterrates ,.,
Such an approach
an can prove useful in a


relatively short period of time., 

Where an experimental project within the project area 
is not feasible,
special studies 
(in adjacent systems) need 
to be designed into larger
projects. Usually one 
need not wait for water to be supplied on the
new project 
since similar projects exist 
in most countries. 
 As soon
as possible, studies 
cum trials must be initiated and carried out 
on
the new project lands, involving local farmers to 
the fullest possible
 
extent.
 

There is also a significant role for the use 
of farm-oriented systems
modelling in the development of solutions, a methodology which has had
success in 
some countries. 
 If properly utilized, cropping systems
models 
can detect many flaws in potential designs quickly, thus saving

valuable time 
in field testing.
 

The use of small computers in the design of 
field channels and small
structures is little used to date. 
 If routine and repetitive design
functions 
can be computer-assisted, we can 
move awiy from the traditional uniformity in tertiary system design and 
lay-out designs which
are customized to fit 
local situations. Such 
a move will 
also enhance
the possibilities for farmer 
involvement in 
the design process.
 

Increasingly, there is 
a need 
to discover how irrigation management
decision making can be 
more effective. Computers can also be used
advantageously in 
irrigation system management. In the 
anerican West,
small 
computers are commonly used for irrigation scheduling. Pioneering
work in main system management involving data collection, evaluation,
feedback and control and utilizing computer processing of 
data has been
carried 
out in the Philippines while Taiwan has been using 
this tech
nology for a number of years.
 



(5) Build in strong Monitoring and Evaluation compon ens 
.
 

Monitoring and Evaluationof the Diagnostic Analysis process, the
 
Development of Solutions, and project implementation is essential for
 
the improvement of these processes and the documentation of lessons
 
learne~d. Thi.s.Monitoring and Evaluation, should be 
an integral part of
 
the project andthe irrigation system.
 

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) is also important in the ongoing man
agement of
the irrigation system. In fact,y&E is fundamental to a
 
successful systems operations strategy. Since operation consists of
 
adjusting flows and allocating supplies to best meet local irrigation

deaninds, a continual 
two-directional flow.ofSinformatiorii s essential.
 

1'Many 
 weaknesses in irrigation system operiation and rrniintenance (O&M)
 
can be'traced to the lack .of an- effective syst.em of M&E.
 

At a higher level, M&E is an important tool in assessing the functioning
 
of the entirestructure of the ir igationsystem. 
 The costs of anon
going program of M&E to the irrsi tatre genr 
 ow. in' 
codisopn with the potential benefits associated with more efficient 

. system operation. Training costs to transfer M&E mthodologies are

also not large, but little has been done in this area. 
 Monitoring and
 
Evaluation initiated at the Development of Solutions s.age can be
 
continued orexpanded to provide this function on a regular obasis.
In

India, for example, some 
large projects now conduct on-going internal
 
M&E and the central government of India and the staLes are considering

the development of external, interdisciplinary project evaluation teams.
 

(6) Focus heavily on human resource development
 

AID has had much experience in the strategy of human resource 
development

primarily because it is awarded 
a high priority in AID policy. No
 
technology is transferred unless people and institutions are developed

for its implementation. There can be 
no change in t-chnology without a
 
commensurate change in human resource 
capability. Without technology
 
transfer there 
is little rationale for AID involvement it,irrigation
 
vis-a-vis other donors..
 

Especially in irrigation Uevelopment, projects need to be planned with
 
appropriate training. 
Needs for upgraded skills, and changes in attitudes
 
and perceptions extend from the farm to 
the policy-making level. Few
 
countries have professionals who are 
trained in working together on
 
interdisciplinary t.eams and 
for many this is an uncomfortable mode.
 
Training needs to be field-oriented and must occur early in the life of
 
the project so chat it is effective in implementing the current project
 
and not some future one. Finally, this type of. training needs to be
 
institutionalized through revision of the formal 
training programs of
 
engineers, agronomists, economists and others 
to provide a focus on
 
comprehensive water resources development and 
water managementl2
 

The S&TAG, study by the Water Management Synthesis Project of 63
 
irrigatin projects designed by AID and the World Bank in 
the 1960s
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i n d ic a te
!' 	 (:7) s t h a t
Evidence
Stress building insti-tutional: capacityinhscotre
the major needs under institutional devel

opment a re : 
a)soTraining professionals: 
 Human development is a means of
 

L- improving• and changing institutions and people.
have irrigation personnel who have received water management, training

Two recent 


Only a few countries
 
studies indicate the critical need for suchtrasnin n
 

about 6,0O professional staff,•Asia. 	 27,000 techniciansThe study by IFPR1I1 estimates that for and 22,000 extesionnew projects alone,,
 

personnel will 
need to be trained in 8 Asian countries alone between
 
1>975 and 1990. These figures do not include the growing demand 
for
oretraining existing staff in water managementfor the improvement of
old systems, a critical consideration for the entire developing world.
Estimates of-the numbers of existing irrigation and agricultural staff
 

needing short and longer term trai 
 taininirrigation management range
from wild estimates oftheveryone to fifty percent of staff working on 
all systems. Without an 
objective assessment "guesstimates' will continue
 
to: be haphazard.

Both formal and 
informal training is required for engineers, agronomists
 

economists, extension personnel,: rural 
sociologists, public administrators
.
 and others. Special short-term training is also needed 
in Diagnostic
 

7To our knowledge, none of thecUSAID h 
 ost
countries in Asia have
 
conducted an assessment of human resource needs for 
its irrigation sub
sector, in the recent past. 

. 

; 
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Analysis and problem solving techniques. Managers of projects and
irrigation systems need 
special training in systems operations and in
methods for monitoring and evaluation of systems on 
a regular basis.
Extension workers 
and others need 
training in water management
practices, agronomic practice under irrigation and farmer organization
for the improved use 
of water for crop production. Planners and policy
makers also need greater awareness and understanding of advances
management and in in water
systems design ani operation.
oriented seminars Short managementcan accomplish 
some of these aims. 
 Farmers also require training 
in water management and 
in irrigation agronomy but this
emphasis still remains marginal in far 
too many projects.
 

b) 
Strengthen institutions: 
 In addition to 
outside training of
individual professionals and 
the short-term in-country training of
individuals and 
teams outlined above, host country institutions must
be 

as 

strengthened through longer-term support and collaboratiou. Just
irrigation development in this country has proceeded through the
efforts of a mix of government agencies (e.g. 
the Bureau of Reclaimation),
educational 
institutions (land grant colleges) and private sector
(Irrigation ditch companies and private firms), 
a mix of institutions
is also import hri 
 for irrigation development in Asia. 
 Collaborative
programs involving host country research, training, and extension institutions 
and counterpart institutions in the U.S. 
can play a very
useful role in 
this regard. 
 This type of support also reduces the prob..
ability of retrenchment following project completion and helps create
a local capacity for self-renewal within the host 
country.
 

c) Farmer participation and organization:

potential yet is This is an untapped
a key to attaining many of 
the objectives needed in
irrigation improvement. 
 Farmer involvement doesn't just happen.
takes place when farmers are reasonably convinced 

It
 
that they will receive visible benefits in the 
form of greater supplies of water and
better water coutrol thus improving production possibilities. 
 fhere
is a need for a policy and 
a legal framework in many countries which
provides the clear government committment and 
visible incentives for
farmers; to organize effectively. 

Farmers usually want more discipline and predictability in irrigationsystems than is 
presently provided. 
 More data is
ascertain what needed, however, tolevels of discipline are 
needed and desired by both irrigation authorities and farmers. 
 In soiise countries, such as
the Philippines, Indonesia and Pakistan, good work is 
Sri Lanka,
 

underway.
participation mitst be Farmerbuilt into appropriate project activitiesstart. Projects should never from the
 attempt to do 
for farmers what they can do
best themselves. 
 Project implementors should 
not wait until all de-cisions are 
made and then provide farmers only
and implementing projects. 
a token role in planning


Farmer participation is
but not only cost effectivealso helps farmers 
learn skills, gain confidence and develop 
a
justified sense that 
they are 
the "owners of the project.'
 

Farmer organizational issues are 
many and complex. 
Often, therefore,
planners and program implementors ignore this 
area and search for ways
around the 'problem' of 
involving farmers. 
 In the recent review of 63
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projects by the S&T WMS project, 
it was found that organization of
water" users 
into cooperative associations 
was a significant feature in
only 8 projects 4 .
 In the 1980s, far greater emphasis must be placed
on this 
criLi:al issue which has often been the Achilles' heel
irrigatlio, projects. Efforts must 
of
 

be made in all projects to learn
everything possible about 
the most successful modes of 
farmer involvement 
for improved water management and continual maintenance of system*.
This will require 
a strong input from applied rural sociologists,
social anthropologists, and public administration experts 
to identify
problems, develop rnd test 
experimenLal modes, and 
to play a continuing

role in monitoring and evaluation efforts.
 

d) Extension vehicles to transfer the technology to 
farmers:
Few projects 
include extension as a component. Public extension programs
are weak and ineffective. 
 Farmer water management is an appropriate
functional area 
for agricultural departments, however there are 
almost
no 
subject matter specialists in the 'ield. The 
result is no training
of field workcrs and only weak field activities to 
support irrigation
management projects and programs. 
 Data collected by 
the S&T AGR Water
Management- S' ,nthesis ProjectI5 indicated that where rehabilitation ofsystem,.; costs close to $700 per hectare, 
the total amount budgeted for
all extension 
 farmer and project staff training was 
only $25 p'r hectarej
The .idespread myth still prevails that if water is provided, farmerswill automatically organize and 
learn to 
utilize water efficiently for
higher yields. This simply does not happen !n practice without new
knowledge input;. Conversely, unless reliabi.L and timely watcr supplies
aire provided, which happens all too rarely now, organizatioral attemptswill meet with inLed success. Concurrent efforts in both areas are
 
needed . 

e) Privat. incentive s: In public irrigation :rojects, there shouldbe the stron'est focus possible on private incentives. Wherever thereare priv it r- , ,'L I . Iift p1mps or private tanks, they .e usuallymanaged eftici c; iVn csutrast to public systems. Private land1eveling ont~:to dai:e have been far superior to public land leve! lug nc ijn:i n ill ,"~t.ries .
 On many public irrigation systems,
t. 1 e' (A ,PT1- i'c, . vare property and improvement- ,uch as lining,struct.r :, ,iiidt r-1c l rprov unnts are all private goods. The potentialrole: of -he pci' i e I,-,'[oC .1.:nd private incentives to producers in large 
as well a! : I , '; much greater than is often appreciated.uch polficv-ori,r d r, ,-,irch is required in this area 1 6 . 

f) P 1 .C.iv I I st itut-lonal development, which resull's ini nnovative porll iproeed, ,, . product I on possibilities forfarmer's And irTi moe- rLh ose who work u, t h farmers, are needed forsyste ls i-il .v enlc In the area of irrifVdtio', development, institutionalchange.; -' r.alj' n4 place priina ij l, because governments are discoveringt:hat I - , : - . in excessive costs and limited returns. Alongwith doi., a !o'u r . food supplies, Focial and political pressuresare tor. inn, ;ov,erunment:; o lini ways to ,ake irrigation investments more ",rst ra ,e bo-i,I, f' :vm r,; and socuet,,,. E.:perience ro date suggests that fo, di ; o t i,.: ao.lVsis of a system to project completion,a steady srrean of app!ied !.ield research findings reported in simple, 
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clear language can have great impact 
on policy makers and planners.
 
Systematic efforts are needed to reach those who are 
influential in
 
policy decisions with creative and viable options which 
can be im
plemented.
 

g) Knowledr'e transfer: A recent (1976) internat.ional symposium1 7 

on arid land irrigation in developing countries has declared that the 
most glaring need in improving irrigation systems is the application of
 
the scientific 
 knowledge already available. Experi,::ct indicates that
 
the flow o sci, n iffc knowledge in this area is slow, erratic, and
 
incompoie. .Seldom does one country 
know what works; under what con
ditions Ai ac what costs in a neighboring country. The approach of

developing 1ach project from 'cratch is far too costly.
new There is
 
na d for a iw:, ,d f ransferring what is known. If this is done
 

:; , ruo]erts will be better designecivtcemstic.,llj and yield better economic 
and social returnrs. A D should strive to build into each project a
 
low-cogr nechanism Co identify and document what 
 works under what con-
ditions and .t - .

(8) (oilaib r..ati r orther international agencies 

AID has ,a ,od " ",r ot collai craing with other international devel
opmenlr This is especially important in irrigation
 
endeavors 
 whe:e, in crms of large investments, the international banks
 
are taki ng 
 he lead. These are areas in which they function well. In
 
other ir however ' ,h a: project inplementation, training, in--

Sri tUt iol bui diiq , inm project monitoring and eva unation , they have

seriou. Ifmir 1ion . AIl), on the other hand, had some technical field 
staff . A gr,.a, deal of experience in farm-level and local institutional 
development supported by the technical expertise of the USDA and the 
American laid grant university system, Given the available financial
 
resources of AD compared to 
 those of the Banks, irt makes sense to allow 

a;, o ,..the _ s,. 1,o9 : a l the more costly hardware elements of major

irrigacion 'ste , a d t o r',l Iasorat:. i 0. them on software 
 components

such as training, instiution bu1itding and O&fl. AMP 
should continue
 
to be i nvolvcd in K inanci ng hoth the hard aind 
 software of small and
 
medium projecLs wl,, tnv are designed a.propriately and can he used as
 
prototype sysLta. AIN ond, thereforn, LonSn.er a program of close
 
co.llaboration w er, I 1.i le.
 

This is imt,,' 1 r.. P ow' - ontheM Banks can utilize their Influence 

ountr'e', ro ndw no,.0ed polcv or institut ional change. In two
 

counfri: in South Ast, , A s a result of the World Bank and AID col
lahor. .r;w n e
n, I in ' ' c odes. tor water u.,er associations, the 
deve. ' ,Ml ., m,,-, riti naI modp of project planning, and charges
in waLer re'nu raceus have resicted. In a recent, case, All) conducted 
the research amd policy analysis related to the establishment of legal 
water unser .:1 o iar n: , n the Hank influenced a-host nati on to im--
p1lC1:rm, a ;PgaI ,rdinancv. Such close collaborat Ion should be encouraged 
whern apr7opri. u.._. 

http:LonSn.er
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(9) Long term commitment and adequate professional staff
 

It AID intends to make a serious commitment to irrigation for 
increased
 
crop production, anyyi such involvement 
should be planned over a period

of not less than 10 to 11.5 To date,
years. in irrigation development
there still is far too much thinking and,planning on a year-to-year

basis. When this situation is 
combined with a definite lack of
trained professional staff, the high 
staff turnovers in Washington and
in the Missions, plus radical staff cutbacks in 
some areas, it becomes
difficult to 
evolve a long-term stable program which has maximum impact.
If such a program is desired, the burden is on AID/Washington to provide the technical and management professionals required 
 The strategy
ramed in thispaper,.;ocusingbheavily on human and institutional development and knowledge transfer,depends on high-level commitment in
 
AID/Washington.
 

AID commitment is demonstrated by 
the levels and the quality of
technical staff made available 
for the design, implementation, and

servicing, of irrigation projects. 
 Today, both technical and program
staff involved in irrigation are 
thin in numbers, shallow in experience, ' and often unable 

ito-meettheunique-demands-of-managing-complexir
rigation projects. 
 In the TPCA Report1 8 to the Administrator of AID
(November 1980) in response to 
the presidential commission on world
hunger, the 
following stat'ement 
was made about this problem.
 

The Agency has about $300 million in irrigation projects
 
and, in Asia, a long-term program to work on 
irrigation,
*yet AID has only six professional irrigation positions
available .... AID has emphasized irrigation and 
water
 
management in all regions 
for at i'eastithe past 20 years.
 
There is a likelihood that this wiI.l continue for the
next 15 years under pressure to rai,'5e yields. Yet, there

is no place within the Agency 
to validate this sub-sector
 
as an 
enduring Agency commitment and thus provide a basis

for planning for the 
core professional staff and outside
 
res-ource's needed to 
support a long-term effort.",
 

Progress is being made by the Asia 
Bureau and the USAID Missions. By
1984 the Bureau will be managing projects with total 
life of project
-osts 
of close to $800 million. The Bureau 
has evolved a strategy
which has a high 
level of long-term policy commitment. In addition,

the Bureau has taken the 
lead in develeping a centrally funded Water

Management Synthesis 11 
project with the Bureau of Science and Technology. What is nneded now is 
more direct hire professionals in'the
field and in Washington i}ith technical expertise and experience to help

,implement the strategy.
 

The unique project mechanism developed by the Asia and, Science and

Technology Bureaus has 
far reaching consequences for the Asian area. 
With
the implementation of the Water Management Synthesis II Project 
late in
 



11982, and its four maj'or components of Technical Assistance, Training,

Special Studies, and Technology Transfer, AID will 
have in place a
potent means for addressing many of these problems. 
 Other constraints,

such as the weak internal support capability will remain, however-
, and
 
must be dealt with separately. One,ofi,.he most important roles that 
this project will perform is that of enlarging the pool of professional's

available, both in the United 
States and abroad, for international ir
rtgation management assignments. The success with which this goal is
 
accomplished, together with 
the strengthening of LDC irrigation institu
tions, will shape irrigation ?roject design. 
 and management throughout

Asia for the 
rest of the century. Other activities under the project

can improve irrigation system design and operation over 
the shorter run.
 

T-iese planning concepts have been reivewed by 
a wide variety of profes
sionals in the 
field in the process of th.ir preparation. Thus, while
they do not represent a complete consensus, they have been subject to a
 
wide range of thinkin3 and inputs. It is hoped that the strategy they
define will help to focus irrigation development efforts on those elements identified where the needs 
for change and the potential impacts
 
are the greatest.
 

September 1982
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Table 1. Life of Irrigation Project Planned Estimated Costs and Percentage
 
of the Total Planned Budget for Agriculture, Rural Development 
and Nutrition Allocated for Irrigation Activities in FY 1984
 

(Source: Annual Budget Submissions, 1984)
 

LOP Planned Estimated % of Total ARDIN 
No. of Costs-Irrigation Planned Budget in Irrigation 

Country Projects (000) Sub-Sector 

*Bangladesh 4 $ 33,849 5
 

*Burma - $ -_ -


India 7 $256,500 45
 

*Indonesia 4 $ 95,350 23
 

*Nepal 2 $ 6,0001 7
 

*Philippines 2 $ 10,0002 12
 

Sri Lanka 8 $234,900 68
 

*Thailand 2 $ 12,700 10
 

Pakistan 3 $115,0003 46
 

Total 33 $764,299 29
 

*Denotes Missions which in FY 1982 had no direct hire AID Technique 

Professional for Irrigation Water Management. 

lIrrigation activitis Forin a part of an integrated Area Development 

Project and a Natural Resource Conservation and Utilization Project. 

2 ihis is an tiu;jte oF the irrigation activities in both the farming 

systems and the various Bicol Area Development Project. 

3This includes funds from the new economic support funds and an estimate 
of the irrigation components in the Tribal Area Development Project
 
and the Tubewell Power Project.
 



Table 2 Percentage of Total Project Costs for Hardware, Software, and
Administrative and Management in Design, Planning, and
Implementation for 40 Projects with Cost Data by Donor Agencies.
 

Percent of Projects' Costs
 
World Bark AID 

A. Hardware Components 

(Dams, Canals, Drainage, flood 
control, roads, infrastructure, 
machinery, vehicles, tubewells 

62.7 61.8 

and low-liFt pumps) 

B. Software Components
 

(Training for staff-extension, 18.0 
 25.1
finances, credit, and on-farm
 
improvements)
 

C. Administrative & Management 19.3 
 13.1
 

(Salaries, consultants, planning,

implementation, etc.)
 

Total 
 100.0 
 100.0
 

World Bank projects total 
24 and total project's cost is $1,806 million.
AID projects total 
16 with total 
costs of $401 million.
 



Table 3 
 Selected Software Components in 63 Irrigation Projects*
 

Software 
 Total Projects Percentage of
Components 
 With Component 
 63 Projects
 

1. Training 
 3 
 5.7
 

2. Farm Water Management or
 
On-Farm Development 
 19 
 30.2
 

3. Water User Association or
 
Water Use Allocation 
 8 
 12.7
 

4. Extension 
 3 
 5.7
 
5. System Rehabilitation 
 11 
 17.5
 
6. Soil Conservation 
 1 
 1.6
 
7. Resettlement 
 9 
 14.3
 
8. Land Consolidation 
 2 
 3.2
 
9. Credit 
 10 15.9 

10. Research 7 11.1 

11. Operation and Maintenance 2 3.2 

* These 63 projects include 32 from the World Bank and 31 from AID.

Ten percent were begun prior to 1970; 79 percent between 1970 and
1979; and the remainder in 1981 and 1982.
 



Table 6 
 RELATIVE COSTS FOR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS OF 40 IRRIGATION PROJECTSTHE WORLD BANK AND AID WITH ASIA PROJECTS SEPA ,ATED OUT FUNDED BY 

Components 

Total Cost 
of all projects 
and percentages
$2200(m) % 

Tin-) 

Total Cost of 
all WB projects 

S1806(m) % 

T-) 

Total Cost of 
all AID projects 

$4 01() % 

T-) 

Total Cost 
Asian World Bank 
11635 mil % 

I 

Total Cost 
Asian AID 
S302 m l. 

0-0) 
I 

,1007 
A. Hardware 

1. Dams 

2. Canals 

3. Flood control 

$ Mil 
131 

754 

25 

(5.9) 

(34.2) 

(1.1) 

S Mil 
131 

654 

12 

(7.3) 

(36.4) 

( .7) 

$ Mil 
0 

100 

13 

(0) 

(25.0) 

(3.2) 

115 

571 

12 

(7.0) 

(34.9) 

( .7) 

0 

94 

13 

(0.0) 

(31.1) 

(4.3) 
4. MachineryVehicles and 13B ( 6.3) 84 ( 4.7) 54 (13.5) 81 ( 4.9) 44 (14.6) NOTE 
5. Roads and otherInfrastructure 

6. Tubewells 

7. Low Lift pumps 

166 

25 

38 

( 7.5) 

(1-1) 

( 1.7) 

119 

23 

6 

( 6.6) 

( 1.3) 

( -3) 

47 

2 

32 

(11.7) 

( .5) 

( 8.0) 

94 

23 

6 

( 5.7) 

( 1.4) 

( .4) 

18 

0 

7 

( 6.0) 

( 0.0) 

( 2.3) 

Respectively, World 

a ostsanBankBank and AID Asian 

total project costs. 
8. Drainage 

Sofar -and 

1. On-farm w'ater 

105 ( 4.8) 103 

Softwarebegun 

( 5.7) 2 ( .5) 94 ( 5.7) 2 ( .7) 
Ten percent of thetotal projects were 

between 19631969. 79z between 
Management 

2. Training 

3. Credit 

4. Admin. & Management 

368 

30 

27 

400 

(16.7) 

(1.4) 

( 1.2) 

(18.1) 

311 

15 

0 

348 

(17.2) 

( .8) 

( 0 ) 

(19.3) 

57 

15 

27 

52 

(14.2) 

(3.7) 

( 6.7) 

(13.0) 

310 

15 

0 

314 

(19.0) 

( .9) 

( 0.0) 

(19.2) 

50 

14 

24 

36 

(16.6) 

(4.6) 

( 7.9) 

(11.9) 

1970 and 1979, and 
1980 and 1981. 


